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MARKET RELEASE 
17 MAY 2024 

 

Executive Change 
 

Sydney, Australia – Nuix (‘the Company’, ASX: NXL) advises that Chief Operating Officer & Chief Financial 

Officer, Chad Barton is stepping down at the end of August 2024 following the release of the FY24 results. 

 

Nuix’s Chief Executive Officer, Jonathan Rubinsztein commented: “Chad joined Nuix at a critical phase in 

our development and has been instrumental in the transformation that has taken place over the last few 

years.  He was a key driver of several Horizon 1 initiatives, including development strategies and operational 

disciplines that have provided the foundations for the current and future growth.  I am grateful to Chad for his 

commitment to Nuix, considered counsel and tireless work ethic, and wish him well in his next steps.” 

 

Chad Barton commented: “I am proud to have led part of the enormous positive change at Nuix over the past 

three years.  The first stages of the Company’s transformation are now at or near completion, and these 

have been reflected in momentum in Nuix’s operating outcomes and financial results.  These changes mean 

that Nuix is well placed to deliver on future growth objectives.  Nuix is an extraordinary Australian technology 

company, and I look forward to the next stages of its evolution.” 

 

The Company will commence the process of searching for a new Chief Financial Officer as part of an orderly 

transition. 

 

This announcement has been authorised by the Board of Nuix. 
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Investor Contact     Media Contact 
Brett Dimon Helen McCombie  
Head of Investor Relations and Sustainability Morrow Sodali 
+61 (0)410 671 357 +61 (0)411 756 248 
brett.dimon@nuix.com h.mccombie@morrowsodali.com 
 

About Nuix  

Nuix is a leading provider of investigative analytics and intelligence software, that empowers customers to be 
a force for good by finding truth in the digital world.  We help customers collect, process and review massive 
amounts of structured and unstructured data, making it searchable and actionable at scale and speed, with 
forensic accuracy. 

For further information, please visit https://www.nuix.com/investors 
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